On Bayesian Network Classifiers with Reduced Precision Parameters.
Bayesian network classifier (BNCs) are typically implemented on nowadays desktop computers. However, many real world applications require classifier implementation on embedded or low power systems. Aspects for this purpose have not been studied rigorously. We partly close this gap by analyzing reduced precision implementations of BNCs. In detail, we investigate the quantization of the parameters of BNCs with discrete valued nodes including the implications on the classification rate (CR). We derive worst-case and probabilistic bounds on the CR for different bit-widths. These bounds are evaluated on several benchmark datasets. Furthermore, we compare the classification performance and the robustness of BNCs with generatively and discriminatively optimized parameters, i.e. parameters optimized for high data likelihood and parameters optimized for classification, with respect to parameter quantization. Generatively optimized parameters are more robust for very low bit-widths, i.e. less classifications change because of quantization. However, classification performance is better for discriminatively optimized parameters for all but very low bit-widths. Additionally, we perform analysis for margin-optimized tree augmented network (TAN) structures which outperform generatively optimized TAN structures in terms of CR and robustness.